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The Design of Telemetry Acquisition and Analysis Vans
 for 

Testing Construction and Mining Equipment

Owen T. Jury
Technical Center
Caterpillar Inc.

ABSTRACT

Caterpillar Inc. has over 25 years of experience using instrument vans equipped with
telemetry to support product testing. These vans provide the capability to instrument the
product, to acquire telemetered data, and to analyze the data. They are being used in tests
performed on construction and mining equipment at Caterpillar's proving grounds and at
customer job sites throughout North America.

This paper presents a design summary of the newest generation vans. It starts with an
overview of the major subsystems and concentrates on the Caterpillar developed software
that tightly integrates the various hardware and software components. This software
greatly enhances the productivity of the system and makes it possible for the van to
perform a large variety and quantity of tests required by our internal customers.
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INTRODUCTION

Caterpillar Inc. has the need to perform instrumented tests to support the development of
its many products, over 20 major product lines and over 300 different machine models.
These products include track-type tractors, off-highway trucks, wheel-type loaders, log
skidders, agriculture tractors, etc. The tests measure data from all the major vehicle
systems; structural, powertrain, cooling, control, hydraulic, and electronic systems. For
safety and operational reasons the tests typically require physical separation between the
test vehicle and the instrument van. PCM/FM telemetry provides the needed separation.
(See Ref. 1)



The tests are frequently performed at customer locations where they must be done quickly
in order to minimize disruption of customer's operation. The transducers, signal
conditioning equipment, and telemetry systems must be installed. The test is then
performed and data acquired. The data must be sufficiently analyzed to ensure its quality
and quantity in order to avoid ending a test prematurely. After the test, all of the
transducers and equipment installed on the test vehicle must be removed for transfer to the
next test. The ability to perform these activities in addition to the number and variety of
tests greatly influence the design of the analysis van and its subsystems.

Major design objectives of the van
! roadable, i.e., capable of being driven at normal highway speeds
! support the instrumentation of the test vehicle
! provide full data acquisition capability
! provide full analysis of the acquired data

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

The van itself is a Recreational-Vehicle-style body built on a cutaway chassis. This
configuration allows the van to be driven to the job site at normal highway speeds. There
are no special needs for four-wheel drive or off highway capability as most job sites will
have graded roads. 

The body has been customized by 
! adding a U-shaped countertop work surface 
! adding several 19 inch electronic equipment racks below the countertop
! adding drawer and cabinet storage units below the countertop
! adding overhead storage compartments
! incorporating storage bins with access via external doors

These customizations provide adequate storage capacity for numerous transducers,
instrumentation cables, power cords, tools, test instruments, and lighting. There is room for
the electronic equipment and for counter workspace for several people. Extra windows in
the van allow visual observation of the test vehicle during the test.

The van must be electrically self-sustaining; it is equipped with two electrical generators to
provide power for the electronic equipment, heating, air-conditioning, and miscellaneous
equipment. The electrical system is designed with a ship-or-shore capability to allow the
use of utility power when it is available.



During the test, the van must also operate as a command and control center. To support
this need, the van is equipped with UHF radios, cell phones, and CB radios. When the van
is parked close to a corporate facility, it can be connected into the corporate computer
network.

TELEMETRY SYSTEM

This newest generation of vans is the second generation to use PCM telemetry. The block
diagram of the test vehicle portion of the telemetry system is shown in Figure 1. The PCM
encoder is a fairly new generation of encoders that is highly programmable, i.e.,
programmable data-cycle-map, amplifier gains and offsets, bridge completion, bridge
auto-balancing, bridge balance points, and anti-aliasing filter settings.

Figure 1. Test Vehicle Block Diagram

The handheld decom is an Caterpillar developed instrument that enables the technicians to
troubleshoot the transducers and cabling on board the test vehicle. The user can select up
to 4 PCM words and view them on an LCD display. This decom can display either the
actual value or an average value together with the maximum deviation from the average.
Having this handheld decom saves instrumentation checkout time by eliminating the need
to use the larger decom system in the van. It provides the capability to rule-out any radio
link problems in system. Further, it permits the instrumentation of a test vehicle while the
van and its receiving equipment are engaged in another test. 

The desired mode of testing is to transmit the data to the van for storage on the van
computers. There are a few tests, however, where there is not a direct line-of-sight
between the test vehicle antenna and the van receiving antenna. In these cases, a DAT tape
recorder mounted on the test vehicle records the PCM stream for playback later in the van. 



A block diagram of the van-based portion of the telemetry system is shown in Figure 2.
The system is built around a PC-based telemetry system. Both the bit synchronizer and
decommutator functions are built onto an ISA bus card. The PC is a Pentium class
computer with four SCSI hard disks, a 4mm tape drive, a CD-ROM drive, and a
magneto-optical CD-ROM drive. 

Figure 2. Van Block Diagram

A UNIX workstation is incorporated so test engineers may use Caterpillar developed data
analysis software. The workstation has a 4mm tape drive, a 2.6 GB magneto-optical drive,
four SCSI hard disks, and 256 MB ram. The total disk storage of both computers is 26
GB.

The PC is connected to the UNIX workstation via ethernet using TCP/IP protocol
communication. The disks on the workstation are FTP exported to PC where they appear
as local drives. This permits the PC to write and transfer files directly to the workstation.

SOFTWARE

The major design objectives of the software were:
! integration of 

+ purchased encoder hardware
+ purchased bit-sync and decom
+ purchased acquisition and real-time graphics software
+ existing Caterpillar developed analysis software

! utilize design features from previous van systems
! aid productivity by

+ elimination of multiple entry of information
+ providing validation of data and test sequences
+ having software perform as many calculations as possible
+ providing general ease-of-use



The principal portion of the Caterpillar developed software, Analysis Van Software
(AVS), provides the Test Setup function. This part of the software interfaces with the
vendor provided data acquisition and real-time display software via the vendor's database,
(See Figures 3 and 4) The user-interface of the pre-test software provides 

! similarity to other corporate data acquisition systems
! entry of descriptive information about the test & the test vehicle
! entry of sub-test or event information
! entry of parameter-related information 
! entry of signal conditioning and encoder related information
! entry of sensor and calibration related information 

Figure 3, Conceptual View of Major Software Functions

Another important portion of the pre-test functions is to provide calibration support. This is
divided into two sub-functions; i.e., pre-test calculations and pre-acquisition end-to-end
calibration.

The pre-test calculations use parameter related information entered by the vehicle test
engineer, sensor information from the sensor database, and signal conditioning
information. The software then calculates signal conditioning gain and offset, bridge
balance points, anti-aliasing filter values, and expected engineering unit (EU) conversion
slopes, (See Ref. 2)



Figure 4, Van Software Data Flow

The end-to-end calibration of the data channels is not a calibration of the transducers, but a
calibration technique that addresses cabling and various signal conditioning effects on the
parameters. It is a two-point linear calibration initially developed to perform strain gage
calibrations but later extended to support other types of transducers. The technique
supports determination of EU conversion slopes and intercepts by

! either manually entering the slope and intercept
! or, manually entering the slope and calculating the intercept
! or, calculating both the slope and the intercept

This software additionally provides the capability to simultaneously calibrate groups of
data channels.

During a test, the vendor provided software is used to perform PCM telemetry data
acquisition, to generate real-time displays on the PC, and to store all data on the PC disks.
The vendor software also has the capability to export a copy of the current-value-table
(CVT) to a workstation disk. A Caterpillar developed software package continuously
reads the CVT and generates real-time displays such as various types of scrolling graphs,
x-y graphs, and annunciators.

During a test, an instrument engineer, responsible for the instrumentation and telemetry
system, monitors the PC displays. His principal concern is the integrity of the data
channels; ensuring that all transducers are functioning properly and that no channels have



gone into saturation. A second person, a vehicle test engineer, monitors the workstation
displays and the test vehicle to ensure that the test is being run properly.

After the test is complete, the raw data files are transferred to the workstation and
translated into a proprietary format, the Generic Data File (GDF). After the translation, the
data can be displayed, reduced, and analyzed using a Caterpillar developed analysis
package.

CONCLUSION

Caterpillar is using commercially available telemetry equipment and software together with
Caterpillar developed software to smoothly integrate the various test functions. The
integration is proving to be very successful by reducing the number of man-hours required
to setup and perform a vehicle test. It also is helping to improve the quality of data. Both
of these integration attributes reduce the cost and time to develop new products.
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